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Abstract. with the strict regulation of engine emission mandatory, the diesel engine exhaust
emissions level put forward higher requirements, the domestic market sales of diesel engine must
follow the upgrade. At present, Chinese has been in the country for the implementation of the
national standards of vehicle emission regulations, with the engine at the same time, Beijing,
Shanghai, the Pearl River Delta region has been implemented in the standard IV emission
regulations, and soon in the nationwide implementation of China IV. For vehicle diesel engines, to
achieve the National IV emission level technical route has two kinds, one is the use of exhaust gas
recirculation EGR+ exhaust particulate trap, the other is the selective reduction of SCR exhaust
emissions of processing. At present, most domestic and international automotive diesel engine
enterprises adopt SCR technology roadmap to meet the requirements of National IV emission
regulations.
1. Introduction
Because of its strong power and low fuel consumption, diesel engine has been widely used in
medium / heavy duty vehicles, but the serious emission problem still restricts the rapid development
of diesel engines. Diesel engine emissions of carbon monoxide and carbon oxygen compound CO
CH gasoline engine is relatively much less, but NOX emissions and gasoline engine in the same
order of magnitude, particle emission of PM to several times or more higher than the [1,2] gasoline
engine, the emission control of NOX diesel engine is the key and PM (including soot). The
emission of diesel engine and is an important source of pollution of the atmosphere, is considered to
have high carcinogenicity and has become the main pollution source of suspended particles in the
urban air, except for NOX induced human nervous and respiratory disorders are caused by acid rain
and photochemical smog formation arch-criminal of a [3], however, the diesel engine emissions and
NOX PM is not like the gasoline engine emissions of pollutants that can be effectively solved by
using three way catalytic converter, the main reason is the high oxygen content in diesel exhaust,
makes use of NOX to restore the reductive reaction difficult, engine exhaust and exhaust
temperature of diesel engine was also lower than that of the gasoline engine, is not conducive to the
post processing device in catalyst efficient [4]. As people put more emphasis on environmental
protection, pollution of diesel vehicles have become more and more prominent, the heavy-duty
diesel vehicles is particularly significant, data show that although heavy diesel vehicles accounted
for about 15% of the total motor vehicle, but the NOX and PM emissions accounted for more than
60% of the total emissions of motor vehicles. Therefore, on the basis of developing new
technologies for diesel engine emission control, [5] is the key to the development of diesel engine.
2. Current Diesel Engine Emission Control Technology Roadmap
In order to meet the national V, there are currently two relatively mature technology routes in the
world. One is the EGR (Exhaust Gas Recalculation) +DPF route represented by American engine
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enterprises, and the other is the optimized combustion +SCR route represented by European engine
enterprises.
2.1EGR+ DPF route
The EGR+DPF route is mainly based on EGR, reducing the oxygen content in the cylinder
mixture, reducing the maximum combustion temperature in the cylinder, and inhibiting the
formation of NOX. This will result in a significant increase in PM emissions from some operating
conditions of the engine. PM is captured by the post emission treatment technology DPF to achieve
NOX and CO2 emissions and to the extent permitted by the regulations. The advantages of
EGR+DPF emission control route are: no need to add urea, low operating cost, and no need to build
supporting facilities; no need to add blue cans; relative SCR system, light quality. Disadvantages:
higher requirements for oil products, sulfur content country IV requirements below 50PPM,
national V requirements below 20PPM; original machine changes greatly, high degree of
enhancement requirements; cooling system design is difficult.
2.2 optimize combustion +SCR route
The optimization of combustion +SCR route is mainly to suppress the formation of PM in
cylinder by means of internal purification technology, optimization of diesel fuel injection and
improvement of cylinder combustion. However, the NOX emissions will increase accordingly, and
NOX emissions can be reduced by SCR technology in the post treatment process, and the emissions
of NOX and PM can meet the regulations.
Optimization of combustion advantages of +SCR emission control line: simple installation, no
need to change the structure of diesel engine; combustion optimization, engine fuel economy can be
improved by 5%~7%, after adding blue cost, can still be improved by 3%~5%; urea solution added
safety, and low price, easy to obtain; the most important thing is not sensitive to sulfur, not high
requirements for oil.
Disadvantages: the need to add urea, namely "Tim blue", for the construction of supporting
facilities; the need to add Tim blue cans, increase the weight; to meet the country's V, to increase the
NOX sensor to achieve closed-loop control, [9] high initial cost.
3. Realization of SCR technology for diesel engine
3.1 SCR Technology
Selective reduction of NOX catalytic reduction technology as an effective measure of post
processing was first applied in the exhaust of fixed pollution source boiler, incineration and power
plants to reduce emissions of NOX and climate components applied to the field of transportation, as
one of effective measures to reduce emissions of NOX diesel engine. The principle is that ammonia
(NH3) is used as a reducing agent, and the harmful component NOX in the diesel engine is
converted into harmless nitrogen (N2) and water vapor (H2O) under the action of the catalyst.
Ammonia itself is non-toxic, but it is a strong smell of gas, it is not easy to use directly in the car, so
the use of the exhaust pipe to spray urea water solution to provide ammonia for the reaction
required. A very significant advantage of the SCR technology is that the vanadium based catalyst is
insensitive to sulfur in the fuel and does not cause serious poisoning.
Selective reduction of NOX catalytic reduction technology as an effective measure of post
processing was first applied in the exhaust of fixed pollution source boiler, incineration and power
plants to reduce emissions of NOX and climate components applied to the field of transportation, as
one of effective measures to reduce emissions of NOX diesel engine. The principle is that ammonia
(NH3) is used as a reducing agent, and the harmful component NOX in the diesel engine is
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Ammonia itself is nonn-toxic, but it is a stronng smell of gas,
g it is nott easy to usee directly in
n the car, soo
the use off the exhauust pipe to spray ureaa water solu
ution to prrovide amm
monia for th
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hat the vanaadium based
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nd does not cause serious poisonin
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(1) Thee decompossition reactiion of urea:

(1) Seleective catalyytic reaction
n of NH3 wiith NOX:

In the pprocess of SCR
S
reaction, more thaan 90% of NOX
N
in dieesel exhaustt is in the fo
orm of NO,,
and the content of NO
O2 is less th
han 10%, soo the reactiion is the main
m
reactioon. If you want
w
to do a
2 in the wasste. Some sttudies can significantlyy
quick reacttion, you neeed to increaase the amoount of NO2
improve thhe conversioon efficienccy of SCR system NO
OX Cuihua under
u
low ttemperaturee, when thee
exhaust inn a ratio off NO2 can significanttly improvee the conveersion efficiiency of SCR system
m
catalyzed bby NOX unnder low teemperature,, when the concentratiion ratio off NO2 and NO in thee
exhaust gaas is 1:1 NOX,
N
the highest
h
conv
nversion effficiency. Acchieved by increasing
g the diesell
oxidation ccatalyst bettween injecttion system
m and turboccharger wheeel can incrrease the raatio of NO22
or NOX inn the diesel engine, duee to variouss operating conditions, NO2 and N
NO ratio co
ontrol in thee
reasonablee scope more difficult, one of thhe hot reseaarch. In ad
ddition, becaause DOC has strongg
oxidation, the oxidatioon of NO to
o NO2 at thhe same time the exhau
ust gas from
m fuel oxidattion of leadd
sulfate, covvered on thhe surface off the catalyyst, if not prromptly rem
move sulfatee, sulfate acccumulationn
long time ooperation leeads to a deecrease in thhe catalytic activity, th
hus affectingg the normaal operationn
of SCR syystem. Thereefore, only when the ssulfur conteent in the fu
uel is relativ
ively low caan DOC bee
used.
3.2 The deevelopmentt of SCR keey technoloogy
SCR cattalytic convverter mainlly consists oof three parts: handle catalyst,
c
carrrier and enccapsulation..
The catalyst is one of the core paarts of SCR technology
y, the operatiion of SCR
R has a direcct effect; thee
carrier is tthe supportiing body, supporting tthe catalyst is mainly used at preesent, cordierite firing,,
automobilee exhaust iss through an
nd attached to live on the
t surface of the catallyst carrier interaction,,
and acceleerate the oxiidation of NOX
N
in the exhaust in order to acchieve the ppurpose of purification
p
n
of harmfull componennts in the ex
xhaust gas reduction reaction;
r
cattalyst carrieer and pack
kage can bee
guaranteedd within Shaanghai betteer, play a roole in sealin
ng, by optim
mizing the internal stru
ucture withh
as much aas possible to improve the urea droplets an
nd exhaust mixed uniiform cond
dition, fullyy
promote thhe decompoosition of urrea solutionn, and should effectiveely prevent the generattion of ureaa
solution deeposition phhenomenon.. Typical cat
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verters are shown below
w:
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Fig. 1 Effect diaagram of caatalytic conv
verter
4. Summaary
Throughh the optim
mization to reduce em
missions of particulate matter in combustion
n machine,,
while usinng the machhine post processing
p
ttechnique, through
t
sellective cataalytic reduction (SCR))
technologyy to reduce NOX emisssions, so tthat the eng
gine can meeet the euroo IV/V emission evenn
higher emiissions reguulations. Thiis technologgy needs to be improveed through th
the followin
ng aspects:
(1) Incrrease the caatalytic effi
ficiency of the catalyst and increease the connversion effficiency off
NOX at loow temperaature, so ass to prevennt the exceessive exhau
ust emissioon caused by
b the low
w
temperaturre of the cattalyst.
(2) cataalyst to impprove the anti-poisonin
a
ng ability and fuel qu
uality, due to China's fuel sulfurr
content is rrelatively high, so it is easy to cauuse catalyst poisoning of
o SO2 cataalyst poison
ning can nott
achieve goood catalyticc effect, mak
ke the systeem conversiion efficienccy decreaseed.
(3) the iincrease of urea ("Tim blue") fillinng station, install
i
the SCR
S
system
m of the vehiicle need too
consume a lot of ureaa solution, th
herefore, thhe constructiion of "prob
blem Tim bblue" filling station is a
key link off the whole SCR techno
ology prom
motion.
In the ffuture, the diesel engiine with thhe gasoline engine incomparable advantagess in power,,
economy aand reliabiliity, especially CO2 em
mission valu
ue is particu
ularly low, power systtem it is noo
longer connfined to maarine and co
ommercial vvehicles, bu
ut has been gradually exxtended to all kinds off
vehicles, ddiesel car shhare in the European m
market has reached 40
0%, while G
Germany iss as high ass
50%. At ppresent, Chiina is also developingg diesel eng
gines for veehicles withh strict regulations onn
engine emiissions. As a new post--processing technology
y, SCR can effectively rreduce the emission
e
off
NOX in innternal combbustion engine. Most ddomestic larrge diesel en
ngine plantss reduce carrbon smokee
through innternal puriffication, and
d then use tthe SCR sy
ystem to red
duce the NO
OX emissio
ons to meett
onsumption,,
the nationaal IV emissiion regulatiions limit thhe soot and NOX. Because of its llow fuel co
strong adaaptability, and
a
good product pllatform, SC
CR technollogy has bbecome thee preferredd
technologyy for reducing the emisssion of meedium and heavy
h
duty IV diesel enngines. Bellieve that inn
the near fuuture, SCR technology
t
in the appli cation of th
he scope of further.
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